Abstract: Ultrafast proton migration and isomerization are key processes for acetylene and its ions. However the mechanism for ultrafast isomerization of acetylene [HCCH] 2+ to vinylidene [H 2 CC] 2+ dication remains nebulous. Theoretical studies show a large potential barrier (>2eV) for isomerization on low-lying dicationic states, implying picosecond or longer isomerization timescales. However a recent experiment at a femtosecond X-ray free electron laser (XFEL) suggests sub-100fs isomerization. We address this contradiction with a complete theoretical study of the dynamics of acetylene dication produced by Auger decay after X-ray photoionization of the carbon atom K shell. We find no sub-100fs isomerization, while reproducing the salient features of the time-resolved Coulomb imaging experiment. This work resolves the seeming contradiction between experiment and theory and also calls for careful interpretation of structural information from the widely applied Coulomb momentum imaging method.
Introduction
Acetylene (C 2 H 2 ) in neutral and ionic forms is an important species in combustion and atmospheric chemistry, and in the interstellar medium. The vinylidene isomer is an important intermediate in many reactions involving C 2 H 2.
1-8 However, unlike in the neutral and cationic species, [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] the pathway for isomerization of the acetylene dication, consisting of hydrogen migration from [HCCH] 2+ to [H 2 CC] 2+ , remains largely unresolved. The reason for this disparity is an apparent contradiction between theory and experiment, prompting numerous studies. 5, [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] Arguments on both sides can be summed up as follows. Experimental synchrotron data concludes that isomerization occurs on the low lying dicationic states 1 Σ g and 1 Δ g with vacancies 1πu -2 , while deprotonation and symmetric breakup occur on the higher lying 1 Π u states with 1πu -1 3σg -1 character. 13, 19 In addition, photoelectron-photoion momentum spectroscopy experiments 12, 13 suggest that ultrafast hydrogen migration occurs in less than 100fs. A third separate XFEL experiment at Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS) was interpreted to show the existence of significant hydrogen migration within 100fs. 5 These three pieces of evidence would seem to indicate that isomerization proceeds on the low lying dicationic states on a sub-100fs time scale.
In contrast to this experimental evidence, ab initio electronic structure calculations predict an isomerization barrier of ~2eV on the 1πu -2 double hole states. 14, 15 Isomerization over such a large barrier would be highly unlikely to occur on the femtosecond timescale and is expected to be orders of magnitude slower than the observed 100fs isomerization time. One possible solution to this conundrum is that while true isomerization occurs on the low lying dication states much more slowly than the experimental time scale, significant large-amplitude proton motion can occur on the sub-100fs time scale without leading to isomerization. As we will demonstrate, those dynamics can be easily misinterpreted as actual isomerization in Coulomb explosion measurements.
In the higher lying 1πu -1 3σg -1 states of the dication, the isomerization channel is barrierless (see Supplementary Figure 4 ). However the double valence hole in these states weakens the C-C bond. The C-C bond of the dication therefore lengthens from 1.21Å to 1.37Å, with a relaxation energy of ~2.4 eV. The weak C-C bond coupled with the large energy release implies facile dissociation and fragmentation competes with isomerization. Even if there is no isomerization, significant large amplitude motion of the hydrogen atoms would be expected.
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During or after the fragmentation, the fragments might rotate relative to each other. Upon
Coulomb explosion, this relative rotation could masquerade as isomerization. As we will see, the experimental deuteron migration signal is well reproduced by our simulations. However, the signatures previously thought to arise from isomerization instead arise from the relative rotation of the fragments after breakup.
While the fragmentation and subsequent relative rotation of the fragments account for the major signal seen in the experiment, we did identify a sub-100 fs isomerization pathway that starts from a highly dissociative 1π state. This channel is predicted to be highly improbable, being observed only once out of 500 initial conditions and even then with a transition probability of less than 5x10 -4 (implying an estimated probability of less than 1x10 -6 ). Nevertheless, it is an interesting channel because it isomerizes through nonadiabatic transitions. Essentially, the molecule isomerizes on the 1π u -1 3σ g -1 state where torsion is facile. A nonadiabatic transition then takes the molecule to the Figure 1 . Illustration of relevant dynamical processes after core ionization of acetylene. Left: Sketch of the acetylene dication dynamics induced by X-ray photoionization and Auger decay. A first X-ray pump pulse core ionizes the neutral molecule to create the cation, which then undergoes Auger decay. A second X-ray probe pulse with a variable delay further core ionizes the dication, which promptly undergoes further Auger decay and Coulomb explosion. The momentum of the resulting fragments is measured to create the momentum map described in the text. Right: The potential curves of the singlet dicationic states are plotted in the adiabatic representation. The first 3 adiabatic states S 0 -S 2 are dominated by a double hole configuration 1π u -2 , and the higher lying S 3 and S 4 states have the double hole configuration 1π u -1 3σ g -1 , with one electron hole in each of the π-and σ-orbitals. The black arrows label the barrierless fragmentation pathway on S 3/4 , arising from a crossing of the diabatic states 1 Π u (1π u -1 3σ g -1 ) and 1 Σ u (1π u -2 + π u -π g * ).
lower lying 1π u -2 state, on the vinylidene side of the isomerization barrier. This mechanism is only possible because of the breakdown of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation.
In this work, we present a complete theoretical time-resolved picture of the ultrafast Xray pump/X-ray probe experiment on acetylene dication dynamics. We model the dynamics of the core-ionized cation, its Auger decay, the dynamics of the dication, and the momentum distribution in the time-resolved Coulomb explosion imaging that was used to record a molecular movie for acetylene dication dynamics, 5 as shown schematically in Figure 1 . Our results show that a sub 100fs isomerization in the low lying electronic states of the acetylene dication is unlikely.
Results

Dynamics of the core ionized acetylene cation
In our simulation, we follow the experiment shown schematically in Figure 1 , and use C 2 D 2 + rather than C 2 H 2 + . Deuterated acetylene was employed in the experiment to eliminate potential background sources of protons from water and other contaminants. 5 Although deuterated acetylene should have the same electronic structure except for negligible second order Born-Huang coupling, the particle velocity and the rate of tunneling through the barrier are expected to be slower in C 2 D 2 + compared with C 2 H 2 + . The experiment was interpreted to show strong signatures of a vinylidene-like channel already in the first 12 fs following core ionization from Coulomb explosion momentum mapping, 5 implying that the X-ray induced dynamics starts immediately after photoionization of the carbon K shell. We model the dynamics on the corehole state prior to the Auger decay that yields the dication. The potential energy surface of the core ionized cation on the 2 Σg/u state is calculated (during the dynamics) using a ΔSCF scheme with the maximum overlap method (details in Supplementary Note 1). 20 For modeling the core hole state, we adopt a localized picture with the core hole localized on one of the carbon atoms (i.e. breaking the gerade/ungerade symmetry). As shown in Figure 2a , the dynamical screening of the core hole through shake-up processes enhances the valence electron density in the C-C bond region. The electron reorganization strengthens the bonding along the molecular axis, and hardens the angular potential for the deuterons along the θCCD coordinate (as discussed in Supplementary Note 1). Our ab initio molecular dynamics simulations of core ionized acetylene cation start from initial conditions (positions and momenta of the atoms) sampled from the vibrational ground state harmonic Wigner distribution of neutral acetylene, as calculated with second-order perturbation theory (MP2) in the 6-31G* basis set.
Figs. 2c and 2d present the evolution of the angular distribution of the deuterons and the C-C bond distance (R C-C ) after core-hole ionization by the X-ray pump pulse (on the cationic 2 Σ state). The nuclear dynamics after core ionization is rather limited and mainly characterized by a decrease in R C-C and narrowing of the CCD bending angle distribution. Along the core-hole ionized trajectories, we calculate the instantaneous Auger spectra (see Figure 2d and Supplmentary Note 2). 21 The energy of the emitted Auger electron is lowered with time because R C-C decreases on the cationic 2 Σ state (increasing the Coulomb repulsion of the two holes in the dication that results from Auger decay). Thus the energy difference between the core ionized state and the repulsive dicationic final state decreases as R C-C decreases. This effect leads to a redshifted Auger spectrum as the dynamics proceeds. Given the time-resolved Auger spectrum along each of the cationic trajectories, we populate the first five singlet and the first four triplet dicationic states with probabilities derived from the decay rate of the K shell core hole state K to different dicationic states LL with double holes in the L-shell as
where Γ KLL i (t) is the Auger rate at a delay time of t after C1s core ionization and ρ K (t) is the population of the core ionized state determined by the kinetic rate equation
∑ is the total Auger decay rate. We assume that the initial positions and momenta of the dication are inherited from the parent cation at the time of Auger decay and a recoil momentum from Auger electron is added on the carbon atom subject to primary core-ionization. In the following discussion, we focus on the lowest five singlet and four triplet dicationic states. Higher-lying states are not relevant because they are directly dissociative. Thus, population of these states will not lead to isomerization, but rather immediate fragmentation which is too fast to allow deuteron migration across the C-C bond.
These higher lying states will therefore result in either symmetric breakup (CH + +CH + ) or deprotonation (C 2 H + +H + ) channels. Additionally, the Auger decay rates into triplet states that support deuteron migration are one order of magnitude lower than those for the dominant singlet states. Thus, it is primarily the lowest five singlet states that are important to the question of isomerization in the X-ray pump experiments we discussed in the introduction 5,12,13 and we focus on these from here on. Generally the acetylene cation decays into C 2 H 2 2+ dication with an Auger lifetime of ~8 fs.
Acetylene Dication Dynamics
We now focus on the dication dynamics initiated after Auger decay, and explore the possibility of isomerization within 100fs. Molecular dynamics on the dicationic states are described with the ab initio multiple spawning (AIMS) method. 22 At each time step, the electronic structure is solved using a state-averaged complete active space self-consistent field (CASSCF) wavefunction 23 with eight active electrons in eight orbitals using the 6-31G* basis set. The corresponding potential energies, gradients and non-Born-Oppenheimer couplings necessary for the classical evolution of the nuclear coordinates and solution of the nuclear As shown in Supplementary Figure 6a , trans-bending of the dication is energetically highly disfavored on the low-lying 1πu -2 states. In contrast, trans-bending up to ~60° is possible on the 1π u -1 3σ g -1 states. The different behavior of these electronic states can be understood from the nature of the bonding. The σ-bond is located along the C-C axis, and favors a linear C-C-D structure. Removing an electron from the bonding σ-orbital weakens the σ-bond, leading to more freedom for the deuterons to bend such that the θ CCD angle is increased. Energetically, large amplitude bending (which could lead to isomerization) of the deuterons is possible on the 1π u -1 3σ g -1 states, and it is conceivable that this could take place on the sub-100fs timescale.
However, in these states it is also energetically favorable to break the C-C bond (Supplementary Figure 6b ) and dissociation could compete with isomerization. For the lowest three 1π u -2 states, the large isomerization barrier (≈2eV) suggests that isomerization on these states is highly unlikely to complete on sub-100fs time scale. Thus, for all the low-lying singlet states, we might expect ultrafast isomerization to be a rare channel. On the 1π u -2 states the barrier is too high and on the 1π u -1 3σ g -1 states, the symmetric breakup or deprotonation channels might be more likely.
As shown in Figure 3 , the simulations (corresponding to an ensemble of 500 trajectory basis functions for singlet and triplet states) clearly do not observe any isomerization in the first 100fs of the dication dynamics (recall the preparation of the dication follows from direct modeling of the X-ray pump and subsequent Auger decay). Figures 3a and 3b depict the time evolution of the probability distribution for the deuteron-coordination number N D (C i ) of the left and right carbon atoms, defined as:
where
and we choose r c =1.4Å and κ and the shorter two are colored in green. Again, it is quite clear that there is no switching of a deuteron between carbon atoms. This would appear to be inconsistent with the experiments that showed apparent evidence of ultrafast isomerization. In order to resolve this conundrum, we also simulated the Coulomb explosion process so that we could compare directly to the experimental observables. It is worth noting that the experimental analysis of Coulomb explosion data often assumes that the explosion is so fast that all rotation stops immediately. Under this approximation, the momentum map which would be expected from the experiment if there was no evolution on the dication state (neither isomerization nor dissociation) is shown in Figure 3d (details in Supplementary Note 3). Although the sudden approximation is clearly not strictly valid, as has been observed previously, 18 it is necessary to connect the measured Coulomb explosion momentum mapping data to a unique structure.
Following the recent experiment, 5 we simulated the Coulomb explosion momentum map (CEMM) image that was used to measure the nuclear motion. At each delay time and for each of the trajectory basis functions from the dication dynamics, we placed point charges (with appropriate masses) at the locations of each of the nuclei and propagated classically to simulate the experiment directly. Figure 4a shows the time evolution of the momentum map, which can be compared to Figure Figure 4c ). This is in spite of the fact that there is no isomerization in the simulation data.
Furthermore, the redshift in KER for the V-like channel observed in the experiment is also seen in the simulations (this redshift is due to kinetic energy loss when there is trans-bending of the deuteron). The V-like signal with low KER originates from higher energy trajectories with significant proton motion. Due to angular momentum conservation, rotation continues during show the dynamics of C-C axis rotation which was used as a clock in an earlier acetylene dication experiment that was also interpreted to support ultrafast isomerization. 12 Due to significant C-C bond elongation, its rotation decelerates. Supplementary Figure 7 shows that the C-C axis rotation depends linearly on time for only the first 30fs. After that time, the C-C axis rotation is nearly time-independent for the 100fs of our simulations. This implies that the clock is 
! and blue-shaded region where 60
! . Solid line is from simulations, which is compared with the experiments (dashed line). (c) The total kinetic energy release (KER) and angular distribution of C+/C+/D+/D+ coincidences integrated over all time delays. The CCD angle is defined as ! θ = cos
, as the angle a deuteron momentum makes with the effective C-C axis. 5 only accurate up to ≈30fs and the true upper bound for the isomerization reaction is not 60fs but rather some longer time scale (which is difficult to quantify without an improved model to calibrate the clock).
Although the AIMS simulations do not support the isomerization channel, isomerization could take place with very low probability. Because the non-Born-Oppenheimer coupling allows transitions between electronic states induced by nuclear motion, Figure 6b) . Using a simplified model (see Supplementary Note 3C), we can estimate the branching ratio of the nonadiabatically-assisted isomerization channel and the kinematically favored C-C symmetric fragmentation channel to be ~1×10 -4 . This estimate can be compared to the estimate of 1x10 -6 from the AIMS simulations.
We further point out that isomerization is possible from the satellite state 1 Σ u (S 7 ) with 3- 
and determine the ratio of the shake-up state (
state to be ~0.03. Due to their extremely low probability, these channels alone are insufficient to explain the abundant vinylidene-like signals found in the experiment.
To further investigate the possibility of an isomerization pathway, we take advantage of the fact that Coulomb explosion imaging is sensitive to the actual C-C bond length at the time of tetracation generation. An unbroken C-C bond is expected to result in V-like signal with higher KER due to larger Coulomb potential of short C-C distance, from which we can remove the symmetric breakup channel with significant hydrogen migration. We specifically look at the momentum difference of coincident carbon ions
We could not identify any signal in the experimental data set 5 beyond the simulated CEMM signals from non-isomerized trajectories at sufficient confidence level, as detailed in Supplementary Note 3. We can thus conclude with high confidence that isomerization is not occurring with any significant probability in acetylene dication prepared by Auger decay after X-ray core ionization. 5 As a final note, we also observe the signature of vibrational coherence in the bending motion of the acetylene dication, as seen in Figure 4b . Since the vibrational motion of the acetylene dication is synchronized by the X-ray pump pulse when the vibrational frequency is suddenly changed (by ionization), vibrational coherence can be expected to occur for 100fs before dephasing. This is also known as a squeezed vibrational state, 5, 34 analogous to the squeezed coherent state of photons. The vibrational coherence manifests itself in the ratio of deuteron with large bending angles (in region (1), Figure 4b ) and in the vicinity of carbon atom (in region (2)), with a period of ~27 fs, which is half of the period of trans-bending motion and is consistent with a squeezed vibrational state that gives collective vibrational amplitude
, where ω 0 and ω 1 are the vibrational frequencies before and after the pump pulse (details in Supplementary Note 3E).
Our study resolves the long-standing controversy between experiment and theory concerning the mechanism of the purported sub-100fs isomerization of acetylene dication. We conclude that in fact what appeared as ultrafast isomerization in previous experiments is actually significant proton migration on the ground state, or on excited states that then decays into symmetric breakup. Isomerization, which requires a stable C-C bond, can only occur in the lowlying states of the dication if the molecules have enough internal energy (and time) to overcome the isomerization barrier. This mechanism is infeasible on the sub-100fs time scale of the pumpprobe experiment modeled here. Enough energy may be available for isomerization after nonadiabatic internal conversion from high-lying dicationic states towards the low energetic states.
However, in this case, direct symmetric fragmentation dominates overwhelmingly.
Our work calls for cautious interpretation of the widely used Coulomb explosion momentum mapping (CEMM) method when resolving the transient geometry of molecular motion on femtosecond time scale. On the other hand, it also highlights CEMM's ability to resolve the ultrafast dynamics of momentum dispersion. Even when no significant geometric variation takes place, CEMM reveals the rich dynamics of the momentum distribution that changes substantially on the femtosecond time scale. With complementary transient geometry information from single molecule diffraction, which is enabled by X-ray free electron lasers or relativistic electrons, 35,36 we could form a complete picture of molecular dynamics in the entire phase space including both position and momentum. Such a time-resolved diffraction study was recently reported 37 and we expect that the combination of the simulations reported here, the previous CEMM measurements, and time-resolved diffraction will give a complete picture of the femtosecond dynamics of acetylene dication.
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Supplementary Note 1. The electronic structure and dynamics of the core-ionized acetylene cation
We model the electronic structure of the core ionized acetylene cation [DCCD] + with a ΔSCF method 1 using the PBE0 exchange-correlation functional and the 6-31G* basis set.
The core-hole is assumed to be localized on one of the carbon atoms due to coupling with non-totally symmetric modes. 2 The electronic potential energies and gradients are 
The ordering and phase of the MOs is adjusted to maximize the coincidence of the MOs between the k-th and k+1-th SCF cycles. The phase can be adjusted for any of the MOs (multiplying by ±1), but reordering is only allowed for orbitals with the same occupation number.
The dynamic screening effect of valence electrons is shown in Supplementary   Figure 1 , depicting the difference of the electron density between the core-ionized cation (with one electron removed from a localized C1s orbital) and the neutral molecule. We can estimate the time scale of the corresponding shake-up core hole relaxation after coreionization and build-up of dynamical correlation from the C1s electron binding energy using the time-energy uncertainty principle as t = 2π / E 1s ≈ 25 as . As shown in Supplementary Figure 1a , the net effect of core hole relaxation is to increase the valence bonding electron density in the region of the C-C bond, an increase which is due to attraction by the positively charged core hole. The C-C bond is thus strengthened, and the acetylene cation [HCCH] + has a shorter equilibrium C-C bond length than the neutral acetylene molecule, as shown in Supplementary Figure 2e . It is also a direct consequence of the valence electron screening effect that the angular potential along θ CCD coordinate is hardened at shorter C-C bond length R CC , because bonding along the C-C axis is C bond length shows a slight softening (see Supplementary Figures 2c and 2d ). 
Supplementary
where ab ck is defined as
Supplementary Figure 3 . KLL Auger spectrum of acetylene molecule. (a) Spectrum over wide energy range, simulated using single-center expansion method at equilibrium geometry subject to primary carbon K-shell photoionization. 4 The broadening width is taken to be 2.5 eV in order to match the experimental 5 data. The spectrum is dominated by the Auger decay into singlet dicationic states, with an Auger lifetime of ~8 fs. (b) Same spectrum as in (a), but zoomed in to a narrower energy range and with assignments for lowest energy peaks.
Based on the fact that the core hole orbital ϕ c is strongly localized on the atom subject to primary photoionization, the molecular continuum wave function ϕ k in the two-electron integral can be approximated with the atomic continuum wave function ϕ εlm with ε the energy of the atomic Auger transition and l,m the angular quantum numbers. Employing this approximation, the two electron integrals are approximated using the LCAO expansion only on the atom on which the core hole is localized
Assuming frozen molecular orbitals and neglecting any configurational mixing, the Auger rates are calculated for the singlet (S) and triplet (T) final states as
For the evaluation of atomic two electron integrals we employ the XATOM code. 7 The use of a minimal basis allows a direct identification of basis functions with atomic orbitals.
A simulated Auger spectrum at the Franck-Condon geometry is presented in Supplementary Figure 3 . The spectrum is computed with the single center expansion method, 4 where the double hole states after Auger decay are described by wave functions determined from multi-reference configuration interaction (MRCI).
From the simulated Auger spectrum in Supplementary Figure 3 , we could determine the FWHM of the experimental spectra to be ~2.5eV 5 . At the Franck-Condon geometry, the 1 Δ g and 1 Σ g states that correlate with adiabatic states S 0 -S 2 are of 1π u -2 character, the 1 Π u and 1 Π g states that correlate with adiabatic states S 3 -S 4 are of electronic character 1π u -1 3σ g -1 and 1π u -1 2σ u -1 . The 1 Σ u state is a 3-hole-1-particle (3h1p) satellite state with electronic character 1π u -2 +(π u → π g * ), it correlates initially with S 7 at Franck-Condon geometry (a), and becomes S 3 as the C-C bond stretches (b). It is noticeable that the potential of 1 Σ u state flattens along the θ CCD coordinate as the C-C bond relaxes. The zero of energy is set as the ground state energy of acetylene at its equilibrium geometry. In Supplementary Figure 5 , we present the potential along C-C fragmentation and isomerization pathways on the 1π u -2 state S 2 , which is crucial to complete isomerization process by providing a bounded C-C potential for the dication. We optimize the geometry on the excited dicationic states for the isomerized and fragmented dication, and calculate the potential along the isomerization and fragmentation coordinates. Supplementary states S 4 (a) that allows the deuteron to move to a large angle before 60 fs, the non-BornOppenheimer transition downwards to S 3 and S 2 offers a bounded potential for the C-C bond (b), the dication then isomerizes on the low lying 1π u -2 states at ca. 90 fs. In (a) the potentials are calculated with R CD = 1.12Å, R CC = 1.37Å and trans-bending angle θ CCD , in (b) they are calculated with R CM-D = 1.49Å, R CC = 1.37Å , and deuteron migration angle θ a , R CM-D is the distance of the migrating hydrogen to the center of mass (CM) of the two carbon atoms, and we define θ a = θ C-CM-D . The arrow in (a) illustrates the direction of the isomerization, and the arrow in (b) shows the pathway of electronic decay through the conical intersection from S 3 to S 2 that occur at the end of the isomerization process. Note that although this pathway is possible, the simulations predict it to be highly improbable.
motion is kinematically enhanced due to kinetic energy release from geometric relaxation after Auger decay. Benchmark calculations at the MS8-CASPT2(8,10)/6-31G* level in Supplementary Figures 5e and 5f show the reliability of the ab initio potentials obtained on the SA8-CASSCF(8,8)/6-31G* level for the AIMS dynamics.
B. Ab initio multiple-spawning (AIMS) molecular dynamics simulation
The coupled electron-nuclear dynamics of acetylene dication is simulated with the ab initio multiple spawning (AIMS) method, 12 which solves the electronic and nuclear
Schrödinger equations simultaneously using a travelling Gaussian wavepacket basis for the nuclear wave function and electronic structure methods at various levels (dynamically-weighted SA-CASSCF in this work). The total electronic nuclear wave function is represented by a time-dependent basis set of atom-centered Gaussians for the nuclear degrees of freedom as
where I labels electronic states, N I (t) is the number of nuclear basis functions associated with the Ith electronic state at time t, and r/R label electronic/nuclear coordinates respectively. The nuclear basis increases during the simulation when nonadiabatic coupling increases and electronic transitions are possible, which is dubbed spawning, and 
The overlap matrix, its time derivative and the Hamiltonian matrix elements are defined as:
The observables O(t), such as positions and momenta of atoms, for the Ith electronic state are calculated as
The observables averaged over all electronic states can be obtained from incoherent summation (for operators which are diagonal in the electronic state index) over the electronic states as
where ρ I (t) is the population of Ith electronic state at time t.
C. Dynamics of dication
The recoil momentum of the outgoing Auger electron with energy of ca. 255 eV and the angular momentum of the trans-bending motion can set the [C 2 D 2 ] 2+ dication into rotation, and this rotation has been used as a clock to estimate the time of isomerization. 10 In Supplementary Figure 7 , we show the rotational motion of the C-C axis from the molecular dynamics simulation. The existence of rotation is consistent with the previous observation, however the dications only rotate for ~0.15 rad in 100 fs, slower than expected in Ref. 10 , and the dispersion of the θ CC angle distribution also shows a deceleration. Because the C-C bond stretches from 1.17Å to 1.37Å, the angular velocity ω decelerates due to conservation of angular momentum. Additionally, the recoil momentum from an Auger electron of 255 eV adds at most ~0.012 eV of kinetic energy to the bending motion of the dication when it acts normal to the C-C axis. The recoil motion has very limited influence on isomerization in comparison with the total kinetic energy of 0.95 eV, and it is especially hard to compete with the 0.43 eV of kinetic energy in the C-C stretching motion (which favors the symmetric fragmentation channel). For the lowest three singlet states where the σ-orbital remains doubly occupied, the unidirectional σ-bond along the C-C axis should weaken the ability of recoil momentum to cause isomerization. Furthermore, the Auger electron from delocalized valence orbitals will impose recoil momentum to all atoms, further diminishing its ability to promote isomerization. Thus we suggest that the isomerization due to barrier crossing on the lower 1π u -2 dicationic state takes place at much longer time scales, which is consistent with the conclusion from an energetic perspective, 15 and also with the observed dynamics in AIMS simulations.
Supplementary Figure 7 . Rotational motion of C-C axis after Auger decay. (a) Sketch of rotation of C-C axis with initial velocity v rec due to recoil momentum of Auger electron with velocity v e on the lever, and possible supporting effect the C-C rotational motion to isomerization. (b) Rotation of C-C axis in the lab system due to recoil momentum of Auger electron, calculated from molecular dynamics simulation, where the rotation angle is defined as
The solid curve corresponds to θ CC (t) .
Supplementary Figure 8. Four-particle coincidence Coulomb momentum mapping.
Experimental momentum difference data for C + ions in four-particle coincidence Coulomb momentum mapping. (a) coincidence counts at 0fs. (b) coincidence counts at 100fs.
In Figure 3 of the main text, we present geometric configurations of the dication that can be accessed by the ensemble of nuclear trajectories from the ab initio multiple spawning molecular dynamics simulation, where no significant isomerization can be detected. The most compelling argument against isomerization is that direct simulation does not produce significant isomerization while the resulting data is simultaneously in agreement with the experimental observations. However, it is also of interest to show that this result can be rationalized with a simplified analysis, which we do here. We calculated the kinetic energy distribution in the C-C stretching separately and the remaining 5 degrees of freedom, because the C-C stretching mode is the dominantly excited mode in the dication formation. Because both C-C stretch and trans-bending motion are quasi barrier free on the 1π u -1 3σ g -1 states, we can assume all the occupied states of these two degrees of freedom correspond to open channels. We can estimate the branching ratio between C-C fragmentation and isomerization simply from probability of open channels
kT , where m i and g are the reduced mass and degeneracy of the corresponding mode, respectively, and V is the quantization volume. Assuming ambient temperature T=300 K, the kinetic energy of C-C stretch is obtained from the AIMS trajectories for the 100 fs dynamics as E KER, CC = Figure 3d presents an angular distribution of the deuterons, which is plotted so that the eye can more easily compare it to the momentum distribution. First, the angular distribution is drawn on an annulus that is comparable the momentum distribution seen in the experiment. Then, the distribution is given a Gaussian width, again to mimic the momentum distribution seen in the experiment.
In principle, intersystem crossing might be relevant, and the isomerization might occur on a triplet state. In order to address this possibility, we have determined the largest spin-orbit coupling matrix element for acetylene dication at the SA8-CASSCF ( A further possibility to consider is the impact of tunneling on these results. We are confident that tunneling isomerization can be safely excluded from our scenario.
Subject to a potential barrier of ~2eV and heavy deuteron isotope, the tunneling isomerization should take place on microsecond (µs) time scale, 17 which is substantially longer than the sub-100fs time scale.
D. Coulomb momentum mapping
The Coulomb momentum mapping by further core photoionization and Auger decay with an X-ray probe pulse of certain time delay produces a tetracation 
because dynamics of the highly repulsive tetracation is not sensitive to its detailed electronic structure. In Eq. 12, T is the kinetic energy, r 1 Illustrative Coulomb momentum mapping data from a representative trajectory. X-ray probe pulse time delay of (a) t=0 fs and (b) t=100 fs. The trajectory gives V-like signal at time delay t=100 fs, even though it clearly belongs to the C-C fragmentation channel. The CD + ion fragment carries remnant angular momentum inherited from trans-bending motion before fragmentation. For each time delay t, we compute five deuteron momentum mappings from t-2 to t+2 fs.
To classify the four-particle coincidences signal, we define the angle ! θ :
We classify the C + /C + /D + /D + four-particle-coincidence as vinylidene-like (V-like) for
, such that both deuteron momenta reside on the same side of the bisection plane that divides the C-C axis. The remaining coinicidences with
are referred as acetylene-like (A-like) with deuteron momenta on opposite sides of the bisection plane.
An important finding from our work is that V-like coincidence does not necessarily correspond to an isomerization event (at variance with previous assumptions).
Assuming a C-C bond length limit of dissociation to be 1. In Supplementary Figure 8 , we show the momentum difference p C + C + of C + ions measured in the time-resolved x-ray pump x-ray probe experiment at LCLS. 9 The ab initio multiple spawning molecular dynamics simulation sets a criterion of for V-like signals that do not come from isomerization channel and reinforces the fact that pathways of sub-100 fs isomerization mediated by the non-Born-Oppenheimer effect is a very rare channel. In fact, only one initial condition (out of 500) ever approached this channel (with ∠CCD>75°), and the transition probability was ≈1x10 -4 . Thus, we estimate the probability of observing this channel to be less than 1x10 -6 . Indeed, the only reason to mention this channel is that it seems the only feasible way that any sub-picosecond isomerization could occur in the experiment.
In Supplementary Figure 10 ≤ 70 au that appear within 100 fs, these coincidence counts are not found in the molecular dynamics simulation of 120 fs, and they correspond to C-C distance larger than 30 Å, these coincidence count signals may come from the highly dissociative states above S 7 , which we have not considered in the simulation and should also have negligible contribution to isomerization. Especially, the coincidence counts with very low momentum difference down to 10 au appear from 0 fs (Supplementary Figure 11) : these signals correspond to C-C distances that could be larger than 1 µm, and are comparable to the size of the XFEL-sample interaction region of 50 µm 2 . 9 They give a clear hint that despite filtering using the momentum conservation criterion: (13) in the lab system, 9 some of the coincidence counts of Coulomb momentum mapping may arise from C + D + fragments of two distant C 2 D 2 2+ dications instead of the same parent cation. These accidental coincidences must be further filtered out from the dataset in order to have a clean interpretation of the Coulomb momentum mapping experiment for the making of a molecular movie. To improve interpretation of the Coulomb momentum mapping technique, we need to introduce an additional criterion to ensure that the coincidence counts originate from fragments of the same parent ion by filtering out the coincidence with relative momentum of two ion particles which are lower than would be allowed by reasonable bond length between these two particles in their parent ion. This novel criterion basically reflects the essence of Coulomb explosion imaging of bond length.
E. Vibrational coherence produced by sudden change of frequency After ionization, the vibrational frequencies will change due to the new electronic potential. This is the origin of the oscillation observed in Figure 4b of the main text (with a 27fs period, which is half the vibrational period of symmetric bending), as discussed here. Considering the coherent states that are closely correlated with classical particles in harmonic potential, the vibrational motion can be described by a time-dependent
where ω (t) = ω 0 , t ≤ 0
i.e. the frequency undergoes a sudden change at t=0 due to ionization. 
